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Personal Information: 

Date of Birth:    23 /1/1984 

Nationality:       Egyptian 

Marital State:    Married 

Certified Engineer at Saudi Council of Engineers and Egyptian Syndicate of  Engineers. 

Education:   

Faculty of Applied Arts, Helwan University, Cairo, Egypt. 

May - 2005. Spinning, Weaving &knitting. 

General Evaluation: Good 

                              Graduation Project:    Design Jacquard textiles. 

Career Objectives:   

Seeking a challenging good position in a good Company this will allow me the 

opportunity for growth. 

Computer Skills: 

Microsoft office applications & internet and others. 

Languages:   

Arabic: Mother Tongue.  

English: Spoken and Written (Good). 

Training courses: 

ISO 17025:2017  (1952 Management Consultancy, Saudi Arabia 2018) 

ISO 17025:2005 (Cesium, Saudi Arabia 2017) 

MIC Training Course ISO 9001:2000 Requirements. 

(Management & Industrial Consultancy MIC) 

(Date: May, 13, 2008) ICL 

Web designer &Training on many devices. 

mailto:hyanyh@yahoo.com


Previous Job experience: 

Textiles quality testing laboratories:(7years untill now) 

- Saudi Miqyass Textile Testing Laboratory [MIQYASS]:  

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (DEC, 2016 – Present) 

- Miqyass Lab, a Saudi company specialized in testing clothing and textiles of all kinds. It 

is a Saudi company that works in cooperation with Saudi customs in addition to private 

clients. 

It is a limited laboratory, as the number of employees is less than 10 inside the laboratory, 

in addition to the representatives present in customs outlets throughout the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. I assume many responsibilities 

- Deputy Technical manager 

- Deputy quality manager 

- General Supervisor 

Follow up the work of delegates in customs 

Respond to complaints and inquiries received from customs or customers and provide 

them with technical support 

Dealing with the Saudi Standards Organization regarding accreditation and updating 

specifications 

also responsible for receiving and registration of samples, performing physical tests, 

supervising chemical tests, typing the final report, participating in training programs for 

technicians and developing quality plans, follow calibration program , maintaining 

equipment and approving purchase orders. 

- Bureau Veritas Saudi Arabia Testing Services (BVSATS) :  

- Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (APRIL 2014:NOV 2016) 

- - It is a global company with many branches all over the world, specializing in many 

fields. 

- I was working in the specialty of testing clothes and textiles of all kinds 

I worked in many places as work needed , due to my competence and skills to learn 

quickly, including: 

- Chemical tests,  physical tests and typing reports. 

Also registration of samples and perform physical tests for textiles in accordance to the 

technical specifications required and typing the final reports. 



- Construction field: (ENSHAA CO.) (2years) 

- Saudi Arabia (FEB 2012 : APRIL 2014) 

Supervision the installation of electrical and mechanical works, including: 

- Installation of water and hot righteous networks and networks of irrigation, drainage and 

flood exchange at King Saud Medical University in Riyadh 

- Installation cold water networks in Haram Mecca 

- Installation of cleanliness networks in Makkah, Jabal Omar 

- Extend electrical works the interest of prisons in Dhban 

 

Textile factories:         (6years) 
- United Textiles CO. : 

In the industrial zone October Cairo,Egypt. (From 2009 to 2012). 

-  worked as an engineer and chief department of weaving preparations (direct 

warping, indirect warping, sizing and winding)... 

- In charge of the section, including that of decision-making, implementation and 

follow-up and development of plans and programs that will improve performance 

and increase production, after the presentation to the senior management of the 

factory and approval. 

- Audit and periodic assessment of the sponsor to develop performance and increase 

production, quality and presentation of these reports to senior management. 

- Participate in the development of production plans in coordination with other 

departments and implementation of orders on time. 

- Participate in the selection of labors to work within the guidelines and regulations and 

to prepare reports for the calendar career department employees and the 

recommendation to renew or terminate the contract and the lifting of those reports to 

management. 

- Action plan regular maintenance of machinery and participate in the maintenance of 

the faults with the personnel maintenance. 

- ORIENTAL WEAVERS GROUP. 

Oriental weavers & Miro Radici for textiles. Form 2006 to12-2008. 

As an engineer in weaving preparations department . 

I also working on direct warping machines such as (west point- Benninger) & 

indirect warping machines such as (benninger-hacoba-local) & sizing machines such 

as (west point-Zell) &winding machines such as (milhan-savio-simet- autoconer338). 

Personal & management skills: 

● Ability to work under pressure and Traveling. 

● Self-motivate, very ambitious& hard worker. 



● Fast learning capabilities & ability to set short & long term goals. 

● Negotiation & presentation skills, cooperative & leader. 

***



 


